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Topological Dynamics and * C -Algebras 
* If G is a group of au.tomorphisms of a C -algebra A with 
identityt then G acta in a natural way as a transformation group 
on the state space S(A) of A • Moreover, this action is uni-
formly almoat periodic iff G has compact pointwise closure in 
the space of all maps of A into A~ Consideration of the enve-
loping semigroup of (S{A),G) shows that in this case, this poin~ 
wise closure ~ is a compact topological group consisting of 
automorphiams of A. The Haar measure on ~ is used to define 
an analogue of the canonical center~valued tr~ce in a finite 
von Neumann algebra. If A possesses a sufficiently large group 
G of inner autoworphiems such that 
0 
(S(.A) 7 G0 ) is uni:f'ornlly al-
·l!-
moat periodici then A is a central C -algebra. The notion of 
a uniquely ergodic system ia applied to give necessary and suffi-
cient conditions that an approximately finite 
exactly one finite trace. 
* C -algebra possess 
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Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to apply some ideas from topo-
logical dynamics to the ~tudy of 1f' X is a compact 
Hausdorff space and (X 1 f) is a topological transformation groupt 
then r has a natural representation as a group of automorphisms 
* of the commutative C -algebra C(X) : for t E r and f E C(X) 
put 
(tt)(x) ~ !(xt) ; ~ E X ,. 
It is often possible to express properties of (X,r) in terms of 
the system (r,c(x)} . for example, (x~r) is un1form1y almost 
' 
periodic iff for ea.ch f E C{X) ~· the Sf'lt ( tf: t E r} is relatively 
compact C(X) If A * in :ts Qn arbitrary c -algebra with identity 
and G is a group of automorphisms of A , we may view the pair 
(G.A) as a. :nort-·comnrutative Yersion of (ftC(X)) • We shall see 
that some of the relationships between (X 1 r) ·and (f 1 C(X)) have 
non-commutative analogues, and that these an:if.Joguea can be used to 
* obtain information about the structu:re of certain C ~·algebras. 
This work was the author's doctoral dissertation at the 
Universi-ty of Pennsylv-ania, and he would. like to ·thank Edward 
G. Effros, under whose supervision the research was carried out, 
for his encouragement and his pa·tlent and very help-ful advice. 
He ia also indebted to Erling St0rmer for a number of helpful 
conversations concerning the material discussed in eections 2 and 3~ 
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1p Preliminaries~ 
We shall generally follow the terminology of [6] for tope-
* logical dynamics, that of (5] for C .-algebras 1 and that of [12] 
for uniform spaces and topologies on function spaces~ We shall 
howevei~ transla. te DtXlitie:r • fl "morphisme" by n *.-homomorphism" t and 
we define "trace" below. 
D~f~JJi.~ion 1 .. 1. Let G be a eemigroup with identity e ~ 
and let X be a set. A r:lAht .act:3:.Q.!l of G o.n X is a mapping 
n : X x G ...., X : (x,u) .... xa. :.:-: r~(x,a.) 
euch that 
1) x~ ~ x for all x EX , and 
2) (xa.)p == x(a.~) f'or all x e .X and all a. 1 6 E G ~ 
When there ia no danger of confusion, we shall write x~ for 
n(x,a) . 
A Jef.! .!c ti on of G on X is a ma:ppi.:ng (a., x) .... ax of 
G x X into X auch that ex : x and a(Jx) = (~~)x for all 
x ~X and all ~ia E G c We make the convention that the term 
"action" will me:a.n ffrtght s.ction'2 unless we specify otherwise. 
An action ia .29J'l.:t..inu~ 1! it is continuous from the product 
topology on X x G • 
~,YJ.!!a.:£! 1. 2. I.f X ar1d Y are sets, we a hall write yX for 
the set of all mappings of X into Y • When Y = X , we may 
uae composition of mappings to provide XX with two natural semi-
group structures : Let (pFq) be an ordered pair of elements 
of X X " If we write our mappings on the right, we shall define 
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pq by 
X ( pq) ::: (xp) q ' X € X .. 
If we write our mappings on the left, we shall compose in the 
opposite order: 
( pq) x = p ( qx) , x E X .. 
These definitions give actions of XX on X on the right and 
left reepecti vely. We a hall find 1 t convien:t to write maps of 
·If C -algebras on the left und mnpa of their state spaces on the right. 
* ReJ!I~!:.! 1 ~ 3. Let A be a. C 1 -algebra with identity. We 
write S(A) for its state space, and we give S(A) * the weak 
topology. Then the set S(A) is convex~ and the topological 
space S(A) is compact and Hausdorff t he11ce is a uniform space in 
1 
a unique way. We note that the uniformity on S(A) is determined 
by the family of all pseudo-norms of the form 
(p,q) ... I p(&)- q(a)l ' 
where a is a positive elftment of A. It follows that a net Py 
in S(A)S(A) converges to p E S(A)S(A) in the topology of uni-
form convergence iff for. each posi ti1re a E A we have 
sul' ICPPy)(a)- (pp)(a)l ... 0 (12, p.,226-227]. 
p-ES (A) . 
We note also that as S(A.) is compact, a .family of maps :i.n 
S(A)S(A) is ec;.uicontinuous i,ff it ie uniformly equicontin.uous. 
We writs ES(A) for the set of pure states of A with the 
'* weak topology. 
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Remark 1«4~ J.~et {X~G) be a transformation group with 
compact Hausdorff phase space X • For ee.ch t E G t let rr t 
X denote the map x ~ xt , x E X $ The pointwise closure in X 
of the set [nt: tE G} is a semigroup~ called the enveloping 
semig:roup of (X~G) (6, '!·.2]. The following are ~quivalent: 
1) (X,G) is urliformly tilmost periodicl 
2) [nt; tE G) is an equicontinuoua family; 
~) The enveloping semigroup of (X 9 G) is a group of continuous 
mapa; 
4) If f E C(X) , then f is almost periodic, i.e. (f .. rrt: t E G} 
has compact closure in C(X) [6, 4.4 and 4.15)~ 
(The proof given in [6, 4.15) for real fu~ctions applies equally 
well to C(X).) 
~ Let A be a C -algebra with identity~ If p E S(A) , we 
write LP for the representation of A obtained by applying the 
Gelf'and·-Naimark-Segal construction to p , and we aay that LP 
is associated to p e The left kernel of p is the left ideal 
.............. - --~ 
[a E A: p(e.*e.) = 0} ,. A state T of A ie a .!!..!£! on A if ,. 
is invariant under· the inner a.utomorphiems of A , i~e.. ,.(a.) = 
r(uau*) for all a E A . e.nd all unitary u E A~ Since every 
Element of A is a linear combination of unitaries. a state T 
of A is a trace iff r(ab) = T(ba) for all a,b E A ~ We 
denote the set of all traces on A by T(A) , and we write ET{A) 
for the set of extremal traces of A 11 1 ~ e, extreme points of T(A )~ 
A trace T is extremal iff L' is a factor representation 
A face of a corupact convex set K is & eo:nve:x subset :P 
of K such that if p,q E K and iP + tq E F , then p and q 
are in F • An extreme point of a face of K is also an extreme point 
of K 1 and the inverse image of an extreme point under an affine 
map is e. face, 
* If A is a C -algebra, we denote by Max(A) the space of 
all maximal ideals of A equipped with the relative topology 
from the Jacobson topology on Priai(A) ts, 3.1.1]. We write ZA 
for the center of A • Suppose A has an identity~ Then there 
is a mapping p of Prim(A) onto Max( ZA) given by p: P .... P n ZA. 
This mapping is continuous, &.nd .since Prtm(A) is compact and 
Max{ZA) is Hausdorff, it is also closed. If p is one-to-one 
(i~e. a homeomorphism), then A 
algebra [1). 
* is said to be a central C -
* be a C -algebra with identity I , !emark 1.5. Let A 
and let p be a state of A Sucl'l that Lp . f t 10 a ac or represen-
tation (e.g. a pure state or an extremal traoe)3 We identify the 
center of tP(A)' with ~ 9 Then p coincides with LP on ZA, 
hence is multiplicative on ZA • Suppose moreover that ker Lp 
ia a primitive ideal. Therl the character of Z.A. which corre-
sponds to ker LP n ZA. is PlzA It For if the value of this 
character on 2 ie l. 
" 
then z - "I E ker 1P n ZA c ker Lp ~ 
-
eo p(z- i..I) = LP(z- A.I) :c 0 
' 
and p(z) = ~ • 
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2. Uniformly Almost Periodic Groups of Automorphisms. 
·* In this section A will denote a C -algebra with identity I. 
An a.utomO.!.£hism of A is a.n invertible *-homomorphism of A 
onto A • and we write Aut(A) for the group of all automorphisms 
of A • We shall ch~racterize those subgroups of Aut(A) which 
act uniformly almost periodically on S(A) • 
Let G 'be a subgroup of Aut(A) .. We say that an element 
of A is G-invariant if a.(a) = a for all ex E G • A a tate p 
-
of A is G-invariant i! poa. = p for all a. E G • We denote 
the algebra of all G-invariant elements of A by ZGA and the 
set of all G-invariant statee of A by SG(A) • Then ZGA is 
* a C -aubalgebra of A 0 and SG(A) 1~ a compact convex ~ubspace 
of S(A) • 
Let AA have the pointwise {product) topology. Then the 
set Aut(A) is not in general closed in AA P since a net of 
automorphisms may converge poj.ntwiee to a map which is not onto. 
It will therefore be convenient for us to consider s slightly 
larger subset of A : Let H(A) be the set of all *- h(')momor-
phisms a of A into A such that ~(I) = I Then H(A) is 
pointwise closed, the elements of H(A) are norm-decreasing 
positive maps, and an element of H(A) ia an automorphism iff 
it is an invertible mapping. Moreover~ H(A) is closed under 
composition of mappings, hence is a subsemigroup of AA $ We 
note that a net converges to 41 in H(A) iff a (a.) .... o,(a) 
. Y· 
for each positive a E A • 
Le~_! 2e1~ H(A) ie a topological aemigroup, and Aut(A) 
is a topological group. 
Proof: Suppose (ay,ay) ~ <~~s) in H(l) x H(A) t and let 
a E A • 
a 
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Then 
As «y - « , ~Y ~ ~ , and HayU ~ 1 for all y , this tends to 
zero, so «yay ~ ~~ • Thus H(A) is a topological semigroup. 
To show that Aut(A) ie a topological group w~ suppose that 
* ay ~ « in Aut(A) • 
are isometric, so 
Let a f. A • Au·bomorphisms of C -algebras 
Thus inversion is continuous on Aut(A) , and Aut(A) is a topo-
logical group. 
If « E H(A) and p ·1e a atate of A , then p~ a is again 
a state of A ., Thus there is a natural action of H(A) on S(A) 
defined by 
{p,o.) _, p• a.= per.~ p E S (A) , a. E H (A) • 
This action is continuous : it (Pyt«v) ~ (p,a) in S(A) x H(A) 
and a E A , then 
It follows that if G is any subgroup of Aut(A) , then the 
restriction 0f this action to S(A) x G makes (S(A),G) into 
a transformation group. 
Since H(A) is closed in AA , we hav-e for any subeP.t G 
of H(A) that the closures of G in H(A) and in AA coincide. 
W"e shall find the .following theorem v·ery useful in prov~iding 
examples of uniformly almost periodic actions on state spaces. 
Theorem 2.2. Let G be a Bubset of H(A) , and let S be 
any subset of A such that the linear span of S is dense in A. 
- 11 ... 
Then the closure of G in R(A) is compact iff for every a E S, 
the set G[a] = {a.(a)! tt E GJ has compact closure in A p 
Proof: Let '(} be the closure of G • As a .... a. (a) is 
continuous, we have <r(a) = {~(a)~ a E l}J S trra:J for every a E A. 
If G is compact~ then for each a E A we have G[s.) com-
pact, whence G[a.J :: G(a] • In particular 9 G[a] is then compact 
for every a E S q 
Conversely 1 suppose that for every a E S , the set Cf[a] is 
The eJ.emel,_t~ O~.L w compact- n ~ are linear and norm-decreasing, sa 
the restriction mapping .r: a. .... o:.! S . is a or1e-to-one map of 'IT 
into A8 • Let AS have the product topology. Then a ~ a in y 
iff r(ay) ... r(a.) in For if then ,.. ... a. '-~y 
pointwia~ on s. hence pointwise on the linear span of S • As 
this span is dense, and as consists of maps uniformly bounded 
in norm, an 
Thus r 
c/3-argument shows that 
is a homeomorphism of 
et {a) ... a.(a) y :for all a E A. 
IT o·nto its image in A 5 • 
To eee that this image is closed in 
in the image such that 
has an extension. to a map 
A6 , suppose r(ay) is a net 
in A8 ~ It is enough to show 
& in AA such that ~Y ~ ~ 
Tl 
that e 
in AA .. \'le e:x..tend to the linear span of s by a( E ~iai) = 
1=1 
We have 
n n 
lim a. (a.:) n r.~ie(ai) = t x1 = lim cr.. ( r. )., 1a 1 ) • y J. i=1 i:.-:1 y y '( i= 1 . 
It follows that 8 is w~l1-defi:ned and linear and that cr..y con-
verges pointwise to 9 on the epan of s .. Since the Q.y are 
norm-decreasing, e is also norm-decreasing on this span~ Thus e 
has an extension to a linear, n.orm-o.ecreaaing map a. of A into A. 
By the same t:/3-argument as above, a ... il in AA • y 
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To complete the proof we observe that the image of TI is 
contained in x ~(a] ~ x GtaJ and apply the Tychonoff Theorem~ 
a.es aES 
We shall need to consider more closely the maps of S(A) into 
itself which are induced by the elements of H(A} • For each 
a E H(A) , let i(a.) 
injection of H(A) 
be the mapping p ~ p1 • Then i is an 
into S(A)S(A) 1 for if p(a(a)) = p(a(a)) for 
all p E S(A) and all a E A , then a(a) = p(a) for all a E A • 
Moreover, 1 has the following additional properties& 
1) 1 takes the identity of the semigroup H(A) onto that of the 
eemigroup S(A)S(.A.), and i is a homomorphism of semigroupa: 
i(ae) = i(u)i{p) • 
2) For each ~ E H(A) , i(a) * is weak -continuous and affine. 
3) If « E H(A) and a ia invertible; then i(~) is invertible 
and i(a)-1 = i(u-1 ) • 
Lemma 2.3. The map 1 is bicontinuous from H(A) into 
S(A)S(A) when S(A)S(A) is given the topology of uniform conver-
gence. 
.!:r.Of>!: If a fA is posit:tve s.nd 
a. (a) - a(a) is self··&djoint" Hence y 
a , a E H(A) 1 then v 
Jlt''-y(a)- a(a)!l-
SUJJ I p(a (a)- o.(a)) I • 
pES{A) Y 
Lemma 2,.4,. Let K be a. eonve:x subset of the dual of a Banach 
epace B , and let K * hQve the weak topology~ Let F be a 
family of affine maps of K into K • Then the pointwise closure 
of F in KK is a.gain a .fan1ily o.f affine .maps. 
Rr9.of: 
pointwise in 
~ E [0;1] , let Prq E K1 and suppose ~ converges y 
Then the functionals lim By(~p+ (1-A)q) and 
y 
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l lim a (p) + (1- X} lim ~v(q) agree On each element of B • 
y y . v I 
Theorem 2.5. Let G be a subgroup of Aut(A) • Then the 
following are equivalent: 
1) 'Jlhe transformation group (S (A) ,G) ia llniformly almost 
periodic; / 
2) The closure T: of G in H(A) (or in A A.) ia compact. 
Under these conditions ~ is a group, and i is a homeomorphism 
and a group isomorphism of ~ onto the enveloping semigroup E 
of (S(A),G) .. 
Proof~ L~t T be the topology of uniform convergence. 
We use below without commnnt Remark 1.4 and some topological 
results which can be found in [12~ pp. 232-233 and p. 227). 
Suppose G is compact. Then i(~) is T-compact by 
Lemrua 2.3. The topology T i~ jointly continuous on the family 
of all continuous maps of S(A) into S(A) r so i(~) is equi-
continuous. In particular, the subfamily i(G) is equicontinuous, 
eo (S(A),G) is uniformly almost periodic~ 
Conversely t suppose ( S (A) ,G) is uniformly almost periodtc. 
Let A:u be the self-adjoirt't part of A. By Theorem 2 .. 2 it suf-
fices to show that for each a E A:iR , "bhe orbit G(a] has com-
pact closure (in 1-i:H or in A.). For such an a , let 
map p ~ p(a) of S(A) into the real numbers. Then 
... 
a be the 
" a .... a is 
an isometric linear map of ~ into C(S(A)) ~ Thus it suffices 
to show that for each e. E A:R , [-;(;} ; a. E GJ has compact clo-
sure in C(S(A)) • Since ~(p) = p(a(a)) = a(pa) , we need 
"" only show that each a is an almost periodic function, which fol-
lows from uniform almost periodicity of (S (A) ,G) ., 
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Now suppose that 1) and 2) are satisfied. Since 1 is 
continuous into the topology T 9 it is also continuous into the 
pointwise topology. Thus i (1}) is pointwise compact. Since 
S(A)S(A) is pointwise Hausdorff, 1 is a homeomorphism of ~ 
onto i(~) • But then i(G) is poi~twise derise in both i(G) 
and E , so i(G) = E • Now E is a group, and 1 is an iso-
morphism of the ssmigroup G onto E which takes the identity 
to the identity of E • If 
such that 1(~) = i(~)-1 • 
for a , so ~ is a group. 
a E t , then there exists 
But then ~ will be an inverse 
Coro~ 2.6. If TJ' is compact, then 1.f ie a subgroup of 
Aut(A) • In particular, ~ is a compact topological group. 
Coro1.lau. 2.7. The closure of G in AA is compact iff 
the closure of G in Aut(A) ia compact, and in this case the 
two closures coincide. 
£_orollar~ 2.9. If ~ is compact, then every element of E 
maps the set of pure states of A into itself. 
R.t22..f: As (S(A),G) ia uniformly almost periodic, the ele-
ments of E are invertible maps~· By Lemma 2.4, they are affine. 
Thus each a E E must take extreme points to extreme points. 
Re~: The methods of this section can also be used te 
* obtain analogous result~ for groups of C -automorphisms as 
defined in (11). 
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* ;. Uniformly Almost Periodic C -algebras. 
In this section we use uniform almost periodicity of 
{S(A)tG) to obtain information about the traces and the ideal 
structure of the algebra A~ We remark that our discussion of 
centrality is based on that in [13], in which Mosak obtained moat 
* of the results of this section for certain group C -algebras. 
We continue to aesume that A * is a C -algebra with identity I. 
Moreover 7 we assume that G ie a group of autoroorphisms of A 
such that (S(A),G) is uniformly almost periodic. Let ~ be 
normalized Haar measure on ~ • and let a E A * As ~ ~ a(a) ia 
continuous on ~ , it is weakly ~-measurable. The image of ~ 
ia a compact metric space, hence is separable, so the Bochner 
integral J~ a(a) du(~) exists [20, pp. 131-133]8 We may thus 
define a mapping f of A into A by 
a E A • 
The mapping ia a positive 1 linear, idempotent 
mapping of A It is norm-decreasing and takes no 
non-zero element of A to zero. 
Proof: The first statement is proved in [18 1 Example 1 ,1]. 
That ; ia norm-decreasing follows from !la*U ~ Jn: llo.(e.)ll diJ(a.) • 
If (a*a)*:: 0 , then for every p E S(A) we have jt' p(et(a*a))c41(a.):::O .. 
"IT 
As a~ p(a(a*a)) is positive and continuous, it follows that 
(a*a)f = 0 iff p(~(a*a)) = 0 for all p E S(A) and all ~ E U ~ 
Thus * .4 (a a)v = 0 implies 
Lemma , ... 2. The mapping r is an afflne homeomorphism of 
...- " -
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* Proof: r is the inverse of the mapping + in (18 1 
Example 1.1). 
If we wish to study the ideals or traces of A , it is natural 
to consider the group ~(A) of all inner automorphisms of A • 
This group is generally too large to act uniformly almost periodi-
cally on S(A) • For suppose A is a UHF-algebra (not finite 
dimensional), and let p be a pure state of A • Then the set of 
* all states of the form b ~ p(ubu ) , u unitary in A , is 
weak*-dense in S(A) ~ If the action of ~{A) were uniformly 
almost periodic, then S(A) would be a minimal set (6~ 2.5). 
But this contradicts the existence of a trace on A • (I am 
indebted to Erling Stwrmer for pointing out this coul1terexample .. ) 
Def:lnttion '3o3. * Let A be a C -algebra with identity. We 
ee.y tha.t A is E.!l,iformll a.lrnost _periodi_£ if 
1) every state of ZA is the restriction of some trace of A , 
and 
2) there exists a group G of inner automorphisms of A such 
that (S(A),G) is uniformly almost periodic and ZGA = ZA • 
Remark 3~4. ·Let 110 be a. g:roup of unitary elements of A 
such 1;hat the linear span of U 0 ia denGf~ in 1\. 9 and let G0 
be the group of all in.ner automorphisms of A induced by the ele-
ments of 1J,0 ,. Su.ppose ( S (A L.G 0 ) is uniformly almost periodic. 
1'hen A is uniformly almost periodic .. For if a E A commutes 
with every u 
€ 
u f then a E Z.A 
' 
SCI ZG .A. = ZA. " By Lemina 3 .. 2, 0 0 
restriction takes SG (A) onto S{ZA) • If 'f 1~ a G 0 -invarian·t 0 
state, then for every a E A and every u € 
.ru'o , we have 
,. ( ua- au) = 0 , whe.nce r(ab) = r(ba) :for all a,b E A <> Thus 
·- 17 -
SG (A) = T(A) • It follows that A is uniformly almost periodic. 
0 
* We gi.ve examples of uniformly a.l~oet periodic C -algebras 
in the last section. We assume for the remainder of this section 
that A is uniformly a.l:inost period:!.c and that G is a grov.p of 
inner automorphisma of A which sa tisfi.ea condition 2) of Defini-
tion 3.3. 
Theore~ 3e5. The sets Si(A) and T(A) coincide~ and ET(A) 
* is a weak closed sub~H~t of T(A) • {That is, 'f(A) i.s a. Bauer 
simplex.) Moreover, 1 E T(A) is extremal iff TlzA is a charac-
ter, and r restricted to ET(A) is a homeomorph~sm onto ES(ZA). 
Proof: Since G consists of inner a.utomorphisma, T (A) E SG (A). 
As each 
• E 
S(ZA) is the restriction of a trace of A, r(T(A)) = 
S{ZA) • Then T(A) = SG(A) • since r is one~· to-one~ By Remark 1~5. 
the restriction of an extremal trace to ZA is a character. If 
~ ' T(A) and r(T) ia pure in S(ZA) , then ' must be extremal, 
since r is affine and one-to-oneo Thus r restricts to ~ bi~ 
' jection of ET(A) and ES(ZA) • It follows from Lernrna 3.2 that 
this bijection ia a homeomorphism and that J~~T(A) = r-1(ES(ZA)) 
* is weak closed in T(A) • 
~mms. 3.6.. If T e ET(A) t then the left kernel of 1 is a 
primitive ideal of A ·~ 
Proof: (after Moaak) Let 't I ZA = • .. Tl'len • :ta an trre·-
ducible representation. of ZA , and. we can find a.n irreducible 
repreaentati.on tT of A or1 some Hilbert space 1{ , such that 
is an extension of ' • 
Then 
a E A • 
Thus 
then 
iff 
Let 
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it suffices to show that if TT is a representation of A , 
n(a) = 0 iff ' * * n((a a.) ) :::: 0 
' 
or ( * equivalently tha·t rr a a) =0 
n((a*a)1 ) ::::: 0 • 
·; bE CB\h ) • ,, Then 
* I wx • rr( (a a) ) = 0 
i! * 
••· • no il'fl' a a) - 0 v x E -Li '"'""" E (} <:::o> .... • a. (a a) = 0 Va. E G. 
'"'X .... \ - It '1'1' ' y.... II 
K be the kernel of n • Since G consists of inner auto-
morphisms and K ie a closed ideal, each a. in (} maps K into 
* E 'l} n(a*a) K. It follows that -rr•(!.(a a) = 0 V(t iff = 0 • 
Let 9 be the mapping of ET(A) into Prim(A) defined by 
sending an extremal trace into its left kernel, and let p be the 
mapping P ~ P n ZA of Prim(A) onto Max(ZA) • We shall identify 
a maximal ideal of ZA with the corresponding charactero With 
this identification the mapping r restricted to ET(A) is a 
homeomorphism of ET(A) and lVJe.x(ZA) " By Remark 1.5 this homeo-
morphism factors into a · ,. k L,. ...... , z· A p o o I} 1, e.. T. ZA = er " when ,- E ET (A ) • 
Since r is one-to-one, a io also one-to-one from ET(A) into 
Prim(A) • 
. L~.E!ffi! 3 .. 7. If T e ET(A) , then its left kernel is a maximal 
ideal and 0 is a homeomorphism of ET{A) onto Max(A) , More-
over" p restricts to a homeomorphism of Max.(A) onto Ma.x:{ ZA) e 
Proof: Let M E Max(A) f and let p be a state o:r A such 
---
that Lp has kernel M Then Pit . a ... p(a*) :ts a traee on A. • .. 
Let a EM .. Sir!c e the elements of ~ map M into M I p vani-
shes on each a(a) , 0: E ti • Thus p(e.*) = 0 , and p# is a trace 
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which vanishes on M • The set of all traces which vanish on M 
* T(A) II Let T be any extre~e point is a weak closed face of 
of this f~ce, Then ker LT ~ M , a~d by maximality of M we 
h k L,. M ave er = • Thus e maps ET(A) onto a subspace of 
Prim(A) which contains Max(A) • 
Let P E Prim{A) , and suppose there exists a E ET(A) such 
that ker La = P o Choose. Mp E Max (A) such that I) s; Mp v and 
choose T E ET(A) such that ker LT = Mp ~ By Remark 1.) , the 
characters corr~sponding to P n ZA and Mp n ZA are a!zA and 
respectively~ Since M n ZA = P n ZA , these characters p 
are equal. As r is one-to-one, we have a = T , hence Mp = P • 
Thus e is a bijection of B'I(A) and .Max.(A) a 
Now p is one-to-one on Ma.x(A) , since r = p • 1 , r :ts 
one-to-one, and e is a bijection. As ~Iax(A) is compact and p 
is continuous, p restricts to a. homeomorphism p0 of ~Iax(A) 
It follows that e = p _, • r is also a home om or-
o 
onto Max( ZA) • 
phi sm. 
I.emma 3 .. 8. Every primitive ideal of A :i.s ma.xima.l. In par-
ticular, 9 is a homeomorphism of ET(A) and Prim(A) • 
Proof: (after Mosak) .... We define a mappi.ng of A into ET(A) 
as follows. If n is an irreducible representation of A , then 
rr#: a-· n(a*) is a trace on A .. Suppose n1 = t T1 + tT2 with 
T1 and 'f2 in T(A) " Then, as is a pure state of ZA , 
TTf = 11 = T2 on ZA • Since restriction is one-to-one, we have 
T1 = 'T2 = rr* on all of A • If is unitarily equivalent to 
let p and be states associated with· v and ~0 respectively. 
* ~~en there exists a unitary u in A. 
t 
= p 
such that p(uau ) = p 0 (a) 
for all a E: A. 
defined. 
Hence t 'If t = p 0 
f 11' 
= ff 0 , and w + w is well 
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Now n ... rr*' maps onto ET(A) • For if ,. E E'r (A) ~ let p 
be a pure state of A which agrees with 'r on ZA .. !Jet n -:::: lJP 
and then 
* IT --
TI ::::: p = ,. on ZA 
' 
so TT 
I 
'T :::: 
• 
"' If we can show that the mapping Tf ... ker TT of A onto Prim(A) 
'is the composition of n .... 1T * 
and a 
' 
then e IDllSt map onto 
Prim(A) , and hence Max(A) = Prirn(A) .. So we must show that if 
nEAt .then the kernel of n is (a:rr((a*a.)*):::: OJ o But we 
verified this ln the proof of Lemma 3 .. 6. 
Jh~~ 3.9o If A is uniformly almost periodic, then A 
* is a central C -algebra. 
~~or: Combine Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8. 
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* 4. Uniquely Ergodic C -Algebras. 
We turn now to uniquely ergodic systems and approximately 
* finite C -algebras, If X is a compact metric space and T is 
a homeomorphism of X onto X ~ then by (15~ 2.1] there exists 
at least one normalized T-invariant Borel measure on X • The 
system (X,T) is said to be uniquely ergodic if there exists 
exactly one such mea5ure, or equivalently if C(X) has exactly 
* one T-invariant state, By analogy we define a C -algebra to be 
.Y.Ei9ue1Y. ergodi£ if it po.sset:;ses exactly oz1e trace. 
A * C -algebra A with identity I is eaid to be E·.£prox,i-
!Btely finite if there exists an increasing sequence (An) of 
* finite dimensional C -subalgebras of A , each An containing I, 
-oo--
euch that A = U An [ 3]- We ehall see below that every appro~~ 
n=·l 
ximately finite * C -algebra possesses at least one trace, and we 
ahall characterize those which are uniquely ergodic9 We assume 
in this section that A is approximately finite with (An) and I 
as above& We note that A is separable, and hence that S(A) is 
metrizable .. 
For es,ch n _?; 1 , the un:ttary group 1Vn of An is compact, 
so there exi~ts a map ~n of A into A given oy 
e. E A 11 
where un :ta normaltzed Haar mea.sure on "'U,n • 
For each n > 1 
- ' f:Pn is a norm-decreasing~ idem-
potent. positive, linear map of A onto A ' = f. a E A : &.b :::: ba. n for 
A t * all bE An] ~ Each n ia a C -subalgebra of A and co . ' ZA li A = . n~·J n 
If aib E An , then ~n(ab) = ~n(ba) ~ 
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c:;p I 
If a E n A~ ~ then a 
n::::~ .. 
commutes with every element 
00 
of u An , hence with every element of A ' It is tri•ial that 
n== 1 · 
r.pn is 11orm-decreastng~ and the rest of the lemma follows from 
[18, Example 1.1]. 
_!;emma 4.2. I.et {pnJ be a sequence of states of A • Then 
{Pn"'ii'n) is a. sequence of states of A and has at least one limit 
point in S(A) • Every limit point is a trace of A • 
Cl parlv fn oM J ia a aequence of statee~ and it has 
< " ~ ' 11 "Yn • 
a limit point by compactness of S(A) • Let in S(A)., 
co 
If a,b E u.An 9 then far all sufficiently large n we have 
D.= I 
q>n(ab- ba) :: 0 , whence T(ab.,~ 'ba) = 0 • The ma.p (a., b) ... ab-ba 
is continuous on A X A f SIO r (ab-ba) ::::: 0 for all a,b ( A 
" 
Corgf.larx 4 .. 3 .. If • is a state of ZA ' then there exists 
a trace T of A whose restriction to ZA is 
• • If • 
is a 
character, then 'f can be chosen to be extremal .. 
R!.Q.Q.!: Let p be 8, sta tf1 of A which extends • f and let 
"' {1hcp 1 T be 8. weak limit point of n .. Then 1' -· • 
on ZA • 
Suppose now • is a character. IJ'he set I<' -· {-rE T(A):.,:JZA 
:::: ;J 
is a non-empty closed face of T(A) • Any extreme point of F 
is an extremal trace which extends • • 
,R._!mill: The following proposition describes the approximately 
* finite C -algebras which possess a centering map analogous to the 
map f of the last sec tlon. . \'le note however that the ma.p a -- cp( a) 
below may annihilate some non-zero positive elements of A _ 
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rroposi~ 4.4. The following are equivalent: 
1) For each a E A the sequence [cpn(a)} converges in norm to an 
element ~(a) of A • 
2) The mapping r: T ~ T!~A of T(A) onto S(ZA) is one-to-one* 
If these conditions are satisfied; then for each a E A we 
have q:~{a) E ZA t and for each p E S(A) the mapping a""p{cp(a)) 
is a. trace. 
Proof: 
-·-
1 ) 
each n we have 
Suppose cr ancl 
co 1 
q>(a) e n An = 
n=1 
=> ")· - . Let a E A 
o(cpn (a)) = a(a) 
'f' are in T(A) 
tl If 
" 
E T(A) , then for 
ao a(a.) ;:: a(q>(a)) • 
and a = 'I' on ZA. • A a 
r is one-to-one. That 
a ri p(cp(a)) is a trace follows from the fact that cp is positive 
00 
a,b E n~.1 An .. and linear and vanishes on ab- ba. for all 
2) => 1): If r is cne· .. to-one, then it ia an affine homeo-
morphism of T(A) onto S(ZA) • and its restriction to ET{A) is 
a hom~omorphism onto ES(ZA) ~ We use this homeomorphism and the 
Gelfand transform " to identify ZA with C(ET(A)) • For each 
a E A , put af(r) = r(a) , T E ET(A) ~ Then a1 E ZA , and the 
mapping a - a.* is linear, norm·~decreasing, positive, and in-
variant urtd.er the inner au tomorphisms of A • As ~JI' ( T) = z { r( 'f)), 
z*' = z for z E Z.A.. To show that q>n(a.) is convergent 
for each a ~A. 9 tt suffices to show that for each pos1. t;i ve a E A, 
llcpn(a)- a~'~'H .... o • i .. e. aul,? lp~cpn(a)- p(a1 )1 - o., If this i.s 
pES(A) . 
false, then there exist 
{~n} , and pi E S(A) 
a > 0 0 ~· 
such that 
in A , a subsequence 
l Pi • ~ (&0 )- P1 (a0;) I ! e: > 0 tor all 1 ! 1 ( 1 ) 
.. 24 ~ 
By passing to a subsequence we may assume p1ecpni ... r 
in S(A) • '.rhe.n ,. and p 0 *: a .... p0 (a.*) are traces of 
For z E ZA we have 
and 
A .. 
T(z) =lim Pi'~n-(z) = 
i--tOO l. 
I lim p1(z) = p 0 (z) = p 0 (z ) , 
i ... oo 
so r(T) = r(p0*) • But then r = p * , which contradicts (1) • 0 
... 
If a E A , let a be ·the mapping p ... p(e.) of S(A) into It e 
* The following is a C -algebraic analogue of (15, 5c3]~ 
-II· 
If A ts an approximately finite C -algebra,. 
then the following are equivalent: 
1) A is uniquely ergodic} 
2) For each a E A the sequence (~ converges uniformly 
on S(A) to a .constant function; 
3) For each a E A there exists a subsequence or which 
converges pointwise en S(A) to a constant function. 
If these conditions are satisfied, then the constant function of 
conditions 2) and 3) haa the value 1(a) , where T is the trace 
of A .. 
Proof: 1) => 2): Let a E A ~ By Corollary 4.3 , ZA =~I , 
and by the last proposition ~n(a) converges in norm to Kai for 
aome complex number Ka • 
2) => 3): Trivial 
---') => 1): Let a E A , a E T(A) , and suppose l~n1 (a)] con-
verges potntwj_se to the consta11t fun.c tion K8 .. Then cr (a) = 
a(~n (a))~ Ko , so a • K is the only trace on· A p 1 ~ a 
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5. Examples. 
Exa~l!. 5.1A Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and 
A = C(X) • Let (X,f) be a transformation group. As in the in-
traduction we let tf be the function 
(tf)(x) = f(xt) X E X r 
where t E r and f E C(X) • Let G be the group of all auto-
morphisms of A which have the form f ..... tf ~ t E r . It follows 
from Remark 1,.4 and Theorems 2,.2 and 2~5 that (X,r) is uniformly 
almost periodic iff (S(A) 9 G) is uniformly almost periodic. It is 
uot difficult to show that if these two transformation groups are 
uniformly almost periodic, then their enveloping semigroups are 
homeomorphic and isomorphic. 
~ampl~ 5.2. Let A be a UHF-algebra. We may write 
a 
A - U An , where An = M1 t~ •• s®Mn 
n=1 · 
and for each i > 1 , M~ is 
- ,J. 
a finite dimensional factor. Let 1f, be the group of all unitaries 
.;A., 
in U An which have the form u 15¢ ••• ~ uk , where k > 1 and l . ti 
n=1 
is a unitary element of Mi , 1 = 1j2, ••• ,k. If G is the group 
of all inner automorphiams of A induced by elements of tL, 
then we claim that (S(A),G) is uniformly almost 
Theorems 2.2 end 2.,5, it.suffices to show tha.t 1!' 
periodic. By 
aE 'tfA, 
. 1 n n= 
then the set ( u.au *: u E 1l.J has compact closure in A .. Now 1J.. 
leaves the generating set ( a 1 ® .... , ®Qn: !i.i E N1 , 1 :s: 1 , ., .. ') ~ n} of 
An invariant, hence leaves An i:nv-EJ~.ria,rJt, n > 1 • It follows 
-
that [uau * : u E 11} lies in the closed ball of radius I! all in some 
An 
' 
hence has compa,ct closure, since An ie finite dimensional. 
~xample 5.3. Let f be a discrete group, and let A be 
the group c*-algebra of f [5, 13.9.1]. We identify L1(r) 
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with a dense *-eubalgebra of A , and for each g E r we write 
6g for the function which is o:he at g and zero elsewhere on r .. 
Then r is isomorphic to the subgroup ( ~; g: g e r} of the unitary 
group of A , and we also identify these groupa. Then r has 
dense linear span in A • 
Let Aut(r) be the group of al1 automorphism,s of r . Each 
a E Aut(f) ll..a9 a unique extension to an automorphism a of A , 
.... 
and ~ ~ a is a one-to-one group homomorphism from Aut(r) into 
Aut(A) • 
A group is said to be class-finite if every conjugacy class 
in the group is a finite set, i.e~ every element has a finite 
orbit under the action of the inner automorphisms. Let G be the 
group of all inner automorphisms of r • By Theorems 2.2 and 2~5, 
(S(A),G) is uniformly almost periodic iff the orbit of each 6g 
has compact closure. Since r is a discrete subset of A , 
( s (A) ,G) is uniformly almost per:1.od.ic i.f.f r is class-!ini te, 
we-remark that class-finite groups are precisely the discrete 
[FIA ]--groups stud:!.ed by Moaak tn ( 13]., Thoma .:3 tudied harmonic 
analysis on class-finite groups i11 ['19)~ a:nd. Neumann gave a struc-
ture theory for such groups in [14]. 
Remark 5 .. 4. The algebra. a given in these three examples are 
uniformly almost periodic * C -algebras: In 5 • 1 put ~L0 equal to 
the unitary group of A , hl 5. 2 put 1/_0 = U, and in 5. 3 put 
U0 = fog: g E r} ., In all --three cases 11..0 has dense linear span 
and we may apply Remark 3,4. 
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